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 But he wasn't in this role for long. Xtreme Hero - His second appearance in a film was Xtreme Hero. Even if the two-part movie that followed is pretty bad, Van Damme makes a pretty good start. Manhunter - Van Damme had done stunt-work for many years, and often mixed up reality with fiction, which he plays off with a sense of playfulness. He continues with this concept with Manhunter. He
portrays a special agent investigating a murder in Hong Kong, all the while posing as a thief. Return to the Streets - Like most films in this sub-genre, Return to the Streets is a collection of scenes strung together. This is still quite entertaining. Black Eagle - Another soft-core martial art movie from the 80s, Black Eagle is made up of a large collection of fights. It's the most interesting Van Damme film

in terms of the acting. However, it also suffered because of its cheap budget. Specter - Specter is a film with too many unknowns for it to be interesting. Specter has Van Damme in the tradition of Charles Bronson as a super-spy from a series of James Bond-esque movies. Van Damme does his best, but it's more than a little embarrassing. - Even if Van Damme is not your thing, the running order of
films isn't bad, and the quality of the discs is pretty good. The main problem with the set is a lot of missing discs. If you can get past this, the quality of the DVD is very good. *** A- The DVD editions of these films are one of the best in terms of quality. Even the VHS editions aren't bad, but the DVD editions have the best audio quality. - (Peter) ***- Another well-made DVD, Monaco Forever is
fantastic. The whole set is strong in terms of quality, with every disc of good quality. It's only weak in terms of quantity. - (Josie) ****- An above average DVD, Monaco Forever stands up against most other films in its genre. This is a really strong release. - (Kyle) *** I really enjoyed this box set. The VHS editions were bad, and the BD editions were a bit low on titles. The DVD editions stand up

well. The only negative is the lack of titles. - (Jason) ***- I really liked this set. There was a lot of fun Van Damme on screen. The DVD editions were a bit dull, 82157476af
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